
Connected Scheduling:
Manage staffing, save time and reduce costs

Approved NHS Supplier for Staff Pools



The leading 
workforce  
platform for 
systems

Successfully implemented across 2,000 practices, 260 Primary 
Care Networks, and several Integrated Care Systems:



End-to-end workforce management

Integrated 
rota tool

Digital 
staff bank

Network of 
30,000 clinicians

With your staff bank, rota tool and clinician network in one place, Connected Scheduling gives you end-to-end 
workforce management - increasing visibility, saving time and money, and removing inefficiencies.



Integrated 
rota tool

Digital 
staff bank

Network of 
30,000 clinicians

Features and functionality

● Add an unlimited number of staff
● Add multiple staff types 
● Provide access to all practices in a 

PCN or ICS
● Clinical governance checks are 

completed just once
● Custom reports on usage and 

demand
● Consolidated billing and 

statements

● Pre-set shift types with populated 
information

● Automatic notifications to inform 
staff of schedule changes

● Direct message staff members
● Customisable staff groups to 

control who is notified about shifts
● Automated next day payments 

with Rocketpay
● Automated signing of GP pension 

forms
● Custom reporting on staffing and 

fill rates

● Book locums with 10% fees, 
instead of the standard 30% fee 
charged by recruitment agencies

● Negotiate shift rates directly, 
saving time and staffing costs

● Get smart-matched with staff 
available to work in your area



Deploy staff 
flexibly

Get full visibility 
across your ICS

Attract and retain 
the best talent

Cut agency spend 
significantly

The benefits of Connected Scheduling for your ICS

Future-proof 
your system

With ‘passporting’, you 
can deploy staff where 

they’re needed, 
regardless of employer. 

A system-wide staff 
bank eliminates 

traditional boundaries 
to liberate your 

workforce.

See staff demand and 
usage, and respond 

accordingly.

And, with custom 
reporting, you can track 
usage, fill rates bookings 

and more.

Lantum gives staff more 
control over their 

availability and 
schedules with an app, 

and makes remote 
working easy.

So you can offer the 
flexibility they want and 

improve retention.

Lantum reduces reliance 
on agency staff by 

giving you a 
system-wide staff bank.

And, if you do need to 
book locums from our 
clinician network, you 

pay 10% fees instead of 
the standard 30% that 

agencies charge.

With Lantum, you have 
the infrastructure in 

place to quickly set up 
and staff new services.

 So, whatever the future 
holds, your ICS is in a 

position to adapt.



Make collaborative 
working simple

Set up and staff new 
services in record time

Schedule ARRS staff 
equitably and efficiently

Improve fill rates to an 
average of 85%

The benefits of Connected Scheduling for your PCN

Deploy staff effortlessly 
across your PCN with 

network-wide bank of all 
staff types - from GPs to 

ARRS staff.

Launch, schedule and staff 
new services quickly with a 
staff bank and integrated 

rota that gives full visibility 
across all relevant 

organisations.

With a network-wide, 
integrated rota tool, you can 
schedule shared staff across 

practices in your PCN and 
ensure full transparency over 

how their time is used.

With our network of 30,000+ 
clinicians, there is always 
someone available to fill a 
shift - in fact 96% of shifts 

posted on our clinician 
network get at least one 

application. Plus governance, 
pension forms, invoicing and 
payments are taken care of.



Expand your pool of 
trusted, available staff

Make scheduling 
effortless

Significantly reduce 
administrative burden

Improve communication 
and visibility

The benefits of Connected Scheduling for your practice

With access to a staff bank of 
clinical and non-clinical staff 

across your PCN, you can find 
the resource you need, when 

you need it.

Create rotas with 
pre-populated shift types, 

and select workers from your 
staff bank to fill them. You 
can also post a shift to the 
clinician network to receive 

applications. And, if someone 
is sick or unavailable, Lantum 

automatically suggests 
replacements.

We carry out Clinical 
Governance Checks when 

members join the staff bank, 
and build in compliance rules 
to your rota, so you can book 

and schedule staff without 
worrying. You can also save 

time by automating 
payments and GP pension 

forms.

All rota managers see the 
same rota at the same time, 

in real time - reducing 
duplications and clashes. Plus, 

any rota updates are 
automatically communicated 
to relevant staff, reducing the 
needs for emails and phone 

calls.



The benefits for your staff

∗ Get more flexibility and control over your schedule
With full visibility of bookings, and the ability to apply 
for, accept, cancel and swap shifts, through the app

∗ Find more work more easily 
With notifications about available shifts, matched to 
skillset and location 

∗ Get paid the next day with Rocketpay
With no need to chase payments ever again

∗ Improve communication with organisations
With automatic notifications and quick direct messaging 

∗ Make compliance simpler
With a place to upload and store documents where they 
can be viewed by organisations 

I’ve loved using Lantum. The calendar has made 
managing my shifts so much easier.

Dr David Watkin



Lantum has enabled us to mobilise a 
new service in a very limited timeframe 

and to build our own staff bank.

It’s changing the way we work,
and empowering our staff to work 

in new ways.

Dan Kane
Northampton GP Alliance

∗ Sutton GP services reduced rota admin time by 75%, 
treated an additional 14,500 patients in one year, and 
filled 99% of shifts for an out-of-hours service. 

∗ Conexus Healthcare expanded primary care capacity in 
Wakefield by 189 hours.

∗ Alliance for Better Care mobilised 1,500 staff across 10 
vaccination sites to deliver 100,000 vaccinations in 3 
months.

∗ Dorset ICS achieved a 90% fill rate in the first month, 
and and launched new services like Covid Hot Clinics 
in as little as 7 days.

∗ Greater Manchester Health and Social Care Partnership 
onboarded 88% of practices within 6 months, and 
reduced agency spend to save a projected £1.1m in year 
one.

Customer success stories



∗ The only platform to offer end-to-end workforce 
management for greater efficiencies, savings and visibility

∗ The only platform to offer multi-disciplinary staff banks 
out of all providers on the NHS digital supplier framework 

∗ The only platform to offer automatic next day payments 
– keeping staff happy while reducing admin

∗ The only platform with a partnership with LIVI, enabling 
organisations to send sessions for remote consultation

∗ The only platform to offer automated admin as standard
 as well as clinical governance checks for certain staff 

To learn more about how you could use Lantum, 
email enquiries@lantum.com.

The Lantum difference


